Music Notation

Label the parts of music notation shown below.

```
\[ \text{Note: } \quad \text{Type: } \]
```

Label each note below and tell what type of note it is in the spaces provided.

```
\[ \text{Note: } \quad \text{Type: } \]
```

Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.
Teachers, copy this word bank on the back of the worksheet if necessary.

bar line half rest repeat sign

clef staff half note quarter note eighth note quarter rest

eighth note time whole note bar line quarter note half rest eighth note repeat sign

PREVIEW
Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.

eighth note half note
Label the parts of music notation shown below.

clef  staff  half note  quarter note  eighth note  quarter rest

time  whole note  bar line  quarter note  half rest  eighth note  repeat sign

Label each note below and tell what type of note it is in the spaces provided.

note:  b  note:  f  note:  a  note:  d  note:  f

type:  whole  type:  half  type:  eighth  type:  eighth  type:  quarter